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Multiply Digital
Service page copy

https://multiplydigital.com.au

Multiply Digital is a boutique digital 
marketing agency where I worked as 
Head of Content Marketing for two and 
a half years.

Originally Berley Digital, the decision 
was made to rebrand and the website 
was started from scratch.

The service page content was rewritten 
to specifically focus on a narrative 
that aimed to cut through the ‘fluff’ of 
digital marketing.
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SEO service page

We optimise for users, not algorithms

We know there’s no value in ranking for keywords that your customers 
aren’t searching. That’s why we build our SEO campaigns around users.

We’re a boutique SEO agency based in Melbourne who have our clients 
best interests at heart.  We aim to provide our clients with a steady 
stream of leads to multiply their successes.

We help you grow your brand rather than gaming the algorithms or 
chasing vanity metrics.

Delivering a consistent flow of traffic, ready to take action

Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) is a key component to any successful 
online strategy and delivers a consistent flow of traffic, leads, and 
customers for your business.

This is traffic that converts. The visitors we’re attracting are actively 
searching for your product or service and are ready to take action.

An SEO agency optimising for now and for the future

Google will never stop changing the finer points of how they decide 
who to rank in search results.

But the one thing that will always remain consistent in their approach 

https://multiplydigital.com.au/services/seo/
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is this: they will always try to serve the user the best results for their 
query.

That is why we take a long term approach to SEO. Instead of looking 
at surface level tactics, that always change – we look a little deeper, 
spending our time and effort focusing on the user, adding value and 
being useful. As an SEO company we know this is where Google is 
heading, and our clients are consistently being rewarded as Google 
continues to improve.

Honesty & transparency

In the SEO industry there are more than a few snake oil salesman. 
We pride ourselves on being extremely honest and transparent in our 
service, which can be a refreshing change for those who have dealt with 
SEO agencies before.

As much as some try to pretend it is, SEO isn’t a magical secret sauce 
that only a select few can understand. We aim to clearly explain all 
the work we are doing, why it needs to be done, and what results we 
expect.

In fact, your input and assistance is crucial in achieving the ultimate 
results. When we understand the areas of your business that matter 
most is when we can really start delivering the highest value.

SEO service page
https://multiplydigital.com.au/services/seo/
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Long term ROI, in any industry

Search isn’t going anywhere. In almost every industry, the buying 
process for most customers begins with searching online.

If your website ranks well for the terms that matter, your business will 
thrive on a consistent stream of traffic that is ready to convert. And the 
long term ROI of SEO usually beats most other channels, because, once 
you’ve earned your rankings, the clicks are free.

Because of the advanced SEO & Content Marketing strategies we can 
implement, we’re confident in being able to rank in any niche, no matter 
how competitive. Given the right budget, we’re up for the challenge.

SEO service page
https://multiplydigital.com.au/services/seo/
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Content Marketing 
service page

https://multiplydigital.com.au/services/content-marketing/

Be the expert. Deliver value. Reap the rewards.

Conquer any niche and become the first choice for your ideal customer 
with effective content marketing.

Building authority, trust & loyalty in a niche

Using a content marketing agency to help with your content strategy 
and content production can help position your brand as an authority 
in your niche, delivering value to potential & existing customers at all 
stages of the buying cycle so we can increase trust, build authority and 
improve loyalty.

Creating content is the first step and, while important, it’s only half of 
an overall content marketing campaign. Equally as important is that 
your content is promoted properly, otherwise your efforts are wasted, 
effectively falling on ‘deaf ears’.

Other content marketing companies may agree to produce content for 
you, but it’s for this reason that we dedicate as much time promoting 
your content as we do writing it.

Create. Promote. Profit.

Too often a content marketing campaign falls short of its true potential, 
largely in thanks to a lack of promotion. Businesses write post after 
post, without ever gaining any real traction or exposure from their 
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articles, so they give up… there are too many other things to work on.

We don’t just create quality content and move on… we promote it 
heavily too, building key relationships with influencers to build an 
audience.

This increases your business’ credibility and influence, plus delivering 
essential SEO benefits. This is why your content marketing strategy 
should focus just as much on who you’re going to promote to, as well 
as who you’re writing for.

Be the Expert and Watch Your Leads Roll In

As a content marketing agency we constantly harp on about ‘delivering 
value’ – there is enough low effort, low value content on the web – you 
don’t need to add any more. Constantly delivering real value to your 
target audience positions your brand as an authority. This adds both 
credibility and trust to your business, making you the first choice when 
they need your product or service.

Drive Free Traffic from Search Engines

Alongside the obvious benefits to credibility and trust that content 
marketing brings to your business are the organic SEO benefits, driving 
free traffic from search engines such as Google or Bing.

This is an unlimited and ongoing source of free visitors for you, who 

Content Marketing 
service page

https://multiplydigital.com.au/services/content-marketing/
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are likely facing a problem you can help solve. Make sure your content 
marketing plan includes content that can solve people’s queries and 
bring organic traffic to your site.

Content Marketing 
service page

https://multiplydigital.com.au/services/content-marketing/
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Leads in, sales out. 24/7 without a doubt.

You can avoid losing potential leads or sales, save time spent on 
recurring tasks, and increase your customer experience with effective 
marketing automation.

The key to consistency

Email automation is the way smart, modern businesses now operate in 
our always on, 24/7 world.

Benefits to both consumer and yourself are plenty, with major time-
saving and cost-reducing advantages for your business, and a better 
customer experience for your prospects.

Use automated email sequences to deliver onboarding documents, 
nurture leads, convert cold leads into hot leads and much more.

Your 24/7 A.I. Salesperson

Email automation seamlessly helps move your prospects from ‘cold’ to 
‘hot’ without any additional effort from you or your staff.

Leads come into the funnel cold, and through automated touch points 
based on their actions, are educated on your business and are warmed 
up ready to take action.

Marketing Automation 
service page

https://multiplydigital.com.au/services/marketing-automation/
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This works like your very own A.I. salesperson, this is the opposite 
to email spam or general newsletters where everyone gets the same 
message, this is information tailored to the individual based on the 
actions they’re taking. Technology is a wonderful thing…

Lead Scoring – Discover Which Leads Are Ready to Buy

As your prospects are being nurtured through your email automation, 
specific actions they take will contribute points into a ‘lead scoring’ 
system. High scoring activities, such as making an enquiry, are 
distinguished from lower scoring activities, such as opening an email.

These scores are tallied to provide you with an idea of how engaged 
the potential customer is and allows you to take specific actions with 
the ‘hot’ leads – like emailing them an offer or calling them to close the 
sale.

Nurture – The Right Message at The Right Time

As an email automation agency, our strategy is focused on delivering 
the right message at the right time. Rather than email broadcasts that 
go to everyone. Based on what a prospect does with the automated 
messages sent to them, and what actions they take on your website – 
your marketing automation system will send them through a custom 
user journey, to ensure they receive messages relevant to their interests 
and frame of mind.

Marketing Automation 
service page

https://multiplydigital.com.au/services/marketing-automation/
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These user journeys are incredibly smart, allowing you to keep leads 
interested and send the right message at the right time, whether you’re 
busy at work or getting 40 winks.

Marketing Automation 
service page

https://multiplydigital.com.au/services/marketing-automation/
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PPC service page

A PPC agency that treats your spend like it’s their own

Better PPC management means better results—immediately. Choose a 
PPC agency that treats your spend like it’s their own and focuses on the 
metrics that matter.

The shortest path to leads and sales

The moment a PPC campaign is live, you’re instantly delivering targeted 
traffic to your site.

It’s the driving reason why more businesses are turning to PPC 
campaigns, and the reason it’s gotten more competitive, leaving 
newcomers and the unexperienced to bear the increasing cost of clicks.

By managing your PPC campaign properly, you can beat the 
competition and continue to win new business without wasting spend.

Instant traffic with full control

With Pay Per Click (PPC) advertising you can be in front of customers 
as quickly as we can build the campaign. Have your ads at the top of 
Google, or showing in news feeds as soon as we click publish.

Once we know what works, from there it’s like a tap – adjust the flow 
of traffic based on your needs and goals. Make the absolute most of 
your peak periods, and dial it down when your slammed with work or 

https://multiplydigital.com.au/services/ppc/
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products are low in stock.

Transparent data for instant testing and decision making

As a PPC agency we pride ourselves on reporting on what matters 
– leads and sales. And with PPC you can know exactly what you’re 
spending for each lead or sale. You can then continually improve that 
number with the data it provides.

Advertising through different platforms gives you access to information 
you would normally never get. With Google AdWords you get 
keyword level data on the performance of specific search terms, with 
Facebook you get information on best performing demographics, and 
remarketing shows where users are seeing your display ads and which 
publications get the best response.

This allows for instant feedback loops when testing, and ultimately 
allows you to make informed decisions based on real data.

Find your audience & cut out wasted spend

No matter who your audience is, we can guarantee they use the 
internet. With PPC advertising all you have to do is work out which 
part of the net they use the most – and find the right targeting and 
messaging to encourage an action.

Unlike traditional media, with PPC we can target an audience based on 

PPC service page
https://multiplydigital.com.au/services/ppc/
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their details, interests, demographics or activity – wasting less spend on 
people that would never be interested in your product or service.

PPC service page
https://multiplydigital.com.au/services/ppc/
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Never spend money on an ad to the sound of crickets again

CRO is the best way to make your marketing more efficient with no 
additional ad spend—wondering whether you could be getting more 
from your traffic?

Make every channel more effective, instantly

Conversion rate optimisation (CRO) is the quickest possible way to 
realistically double, triple, or even reach higher multiples of your current 
results—using your existing marketing methods and with no additional 
ad spend or traffic needed.

Improvements at every step of the funnel

CRO makes your current marketing more efficient by increasing the 
chances of a successful outcome during each step of the lead or sales 
process.

Scrutinizing and testing each element of your process leads to small 
improvements—and sometimes large ones, too—that add up, providing 
statistically significant improvements across the board.

Increase Your ROI and ROAS—Permanently

A better conversion rate means your marketing provides a better 
return for the same amount of money or effort you’re currently using to 

CRO service page
https://multiplydigital.com.au/services/ppc/
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convert prospects.

As these changes can be applied in real time, the results from our 
CRO services can usually be seen instantly, and can provide a much 
needed ‘shot in the arm’ during sales periods, launches, or on-going ad 
campaigns.

Focused on What Matters—Not Just Changing Button Colours

Changes implemented range from big to small, but the focus remains 
on presenting the information that will help the potential customer 
make a decision in a user friendly way. Diving deep into the psychology 
of your target audience.

We focus on the user and how their preferences and bias can work in 
your favour to encourage action and improve conversion rates.

CRO service page
https://multiplydigital.com.au/services/ppc/


